
          January 30, 2017 

Dear Fellow Members of the Asheville School Community: 

 In its entire 117-year history, only eight Heads of School, all distinguished, have led Asheville School. Two were its founders. 
Only three Heads have held the office for the last half-century. Against the backdrop of that rich and remarkably stable history, it is with a 
bittersweet mixture of appreciation, admiration, gratitude, fondness and respect that I announce that our esteemed Head of School, Arch 
Montgomery, and his wife Phyllis, who has also played a vital role in the School’s life, have informed the Board of Trustees of their decision 
to retire from the School on June 30, 2019, after 17 years of service. 

 Since Arch became Head of School in July 2002, the School’s enrollment, now near 290, has increased by 40%; the endowment, 
now at over $47 million, has risen by over 60%; and annual endowment draws, now around 4%, have been pared by 60%. Each of these 
measures represents an all-time best.   

 It would be easy, however, for these kinds of quantitative measures to distract, causing us to overlook the School’s many other 
strides that defy easy measurement, even though they are equally if not more important. During Arch’s tenure our School has imbued in 
countless young minds a treasure: the habit and discipline of critical thinking. The School founded and then refined its celebrated integrat-
ed humanities program, uniquely combining history, art and literature during all four years like no other school we know.  The School has 
completed long-overdue and crucial capital improvements:  the Mitchell Science Center renovation, the Anderson dormitory renovation, 
and recently, major Lawrence Dormitory improvements, with more to come! The School’s lifeblood, its immensely talented faculty—most 
of whom Arch hired—has never been stronger and remains unmatched in its dedication and sacrifice.  The School’s student body remains 
remarkably diverse by many measures and represents over 20 states and 15 countries. College admissions, a leading indicator for many 
prospective families, remain strong across a wide and impressive spectrum. Arch leads a talented and tireless administrative team. And the 
Board and administration, working together, actively grapple with a rigorous strategic planning discipline, with continuous implementation 
now a critical administrative role.  

 A special word of thanks goes to Phyllis. Phyllis has given of herself to the School with great energy, organization, warmth, humor, 
cheer, heart – and flair. Phyllis has gracefully, smoothly and efficiently organized and directed every major campus event since her arrival, 
and her hands, often unseen, have worked in countless other ways, both to bring the School together and to move it forward.  We are deeply 
grateful to her.  
 
 I have named a broadly representative and talented Search Committee chaired by former Board Chair Gil Prince ’71, and the 
Committee is beginning its work. Its distinguished members are listed on the School’s website. I deeply appreciate their commitment to 
engage with considerable care and deliberation in the crucial search process.

 Our School is the leading coeducational boarding school in the Southeast and one of the leading purposefully small coeducation-
al boarding schools in the country. The new Head of School will inherit an institution that has made remarkable progress. The new Head, 
upon taking office in July 2019, will both continue and nurture Arch’s tradition of steady accomplishment through a mission focus that is 
powerful in its clarity and faithfulness while rising to the inevitable and unpredictable challenges of a rapidly evolving world. 

 In his letter to the School community, Arch was right in saying that the School has flourished.  His shining leadership has been 
a main reason why. I have every confidence that the School will continue to prosper over the next two years with him at the helm. We are 
deeply grateful to Arch and Phyllis for devoting their talents and energy to our beloved School, and we wish them all the best as they begin 
the next phase of their life journey together.   

          Very truly yours,

         
          Laurance D. Pless
          Chairman
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